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UPCOMING EVENTS
Wednesday, February 7
7:30 – 11 a.m.
ASVAB Testing
Take the free Armed Services Vocational Aptitude
Battery (ASVAB) test. The most widely used aptitude
test in the world provides career information for civilian
and military jobs. Sign up in the Career Center..

Thursday, February 8
9-noon

State College of Florida
Meet with an admissions representative and fill out the
easy application for SCF.

SCHOLARSHIPS
The Riverview Foundation is offering scholarships
to graduating seniors this year in the following
categories:



$500—Dr. Patrick & Yvonne Rodi
Engineering Scholarship
 $500—Ronald Frymire Memorial
Scholarship (science or education)
 $500—Rocky Aker Memorial Scholarship
(health or chiropractic degree)
 $500—Linda Nook Leadership Award
(young woman who has demonstrated
leadership at RHS or within the
community)
 $1,000—RHS Foundation CAREER
Scholarship (trade or vocational school)
The deadline for these scholarships is
Friday, March 9

Room 6-204

Big companies await
skilled tech-savvy grads
Forget white collar vs. blue collar jobs. The
future is in the “new collar” or skilled technical
market and the forecast is great.
With a drastic shortage of tech workers,
companies are now focusing on skills-based
hiring rather than credentials to fill these roles.
Tech companies such as Intel and GitHub have
also been seeking talent from other educational
avenues, such as coding programs and high
school partnerships, according to Fast Money.
In a USA Today column, the company's CEO,
Ginni Rometty explains that not all tech jobs
require a college degree. These "new collar
jobs," says Rometty, are becoming harder to fill.
In the U.S. alone, there are more than 500,000
open jobs in tech- related sectors, according to
the U.S. Department of Labor. A recent study by
Code.org reports that as many as 1 million
programming jobs will be unfilled by 2020.

CONTEST! ENTER TODAY! CONTEST!

LOVE
YOUR
FUTURE
What are your future plans?
How will you achieve them?
What goal makes you want to dance?
Fill out an entry. Win great prizes!

Dinner for 2*Movie Tickets*Gifts
Obtain forms in 6-204. Drawing Feb. 14.

Contact Cyndi Forgeur for an e-mail application.
RHSFoundation@verizon.net

CONTEST! ENTER TODAY! CONTEST!

